Abstract-This study has proposed an adaptive beamformer for pattern nulling of Uniformly Spaced Linear Array (ULA) antennas for interference suppression. This beamformer has been developed based on controlling the complex weight (both the phase and the amplitude) of each array element as pattern nulling and Bat algorithm (BA) as a global optimization approach. So as to verify the proposal, a number of scenarios of ULA pattern with pre-set nulls have been conducted and compared with those of accelerated particle swarm optimization (APSO). As a result, the proposed beamformer has demonstrated the capability to place precisely single, multiple, and broad nulls at arbitrary interference directions, suppress sidelobes, and maintain a predefined main lobe. Moreover, the beamformer shows faster convergence and higher efficiency regarding null steering in pattern synthesis, as compared with an APSO-based beamformer.
Introduction
The popularity of adaptive beamformers in communication systems thank to its significant aid in enhancing performance by maximizing the effectiveness of radio spectrum usage, suppressing interference, and conserving energy. Beamformers have the ability to yield proper weights so that smart array antennas can obtain the desired pattern [1] for pattern nulling.
A few nulling techniques, namely the position-only control, the amplitude-only control, the phase-only control, and the complex weight control (including both the amplitude and the phase) have appeared in numerous studies and implementations [1, 2] . Each of these methods, nonetheless, has its own pros and cons.
Among those, the position-only control [3] is complicated and difficult in terms of accuracy control, because of the need to use a mechanical driving system. The amplitude-only control [4] , in contrast, is an effortless technique because it only makes adjustments in the amplitude excited at each element. Our previous research [5] adopted this control, proposed and conducted successfully BA-based beamformer for adaptive steering nulls of ULA antennas pattern. Still, [4, 5] has a limitation, which is the simultaneous and symmetrical placing of the nulling points on two opposite sides of the main beam. Phase-only pattern nulling is simpler and more suitable for phased arrays, considering the fact that the necessary controls are available without further expense. Moreover, [6] [7] [8] shows that steering the direction of the main beam is simple by adjustments of the phase weights. In our previous study [9] , a BAbased beamformer, which is used for ULA antennas pattern nulling by phase-only control, has been proposed and successfully implemented. Still, the inherent nonlinearity of this control is obvious, and the nulling equations can be linear only with the assumption of small phase perturbations [8] .
Due to the need for a controller, a phase shifter, and an attenuator for each array element, the complex weights method has the highest level of complexity and the highest cost. Yet, at the same time, its efficiency and flexibility are also the most impressive [8, [10] [11] [12] .
Recently, in order to overcome limitations of the classical optimization techniques, which are the issues of getting stuck in local minima in some conditions and inflexibility, various nature-inspired optimization algorithms proceeding from computational intelligence methods have been developed. These algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution, bee algorithm, and clonal selection have been used and demonstrated as having better performance and flexibility than the classical techniques [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The pros and cons of these algorithms have been shown when they are applied in the array pattern synthesis. In addition, GA and PSO have had a large-scale implementation regarding synthesizing array patterns [2, [13] [14] [15] . PSO has been proven to be much faster and more efficient than GA [5, 9, 16] . There are several versions of PSO that have been proposed. Among those, in terms of improved convergence speed and simplicity, acceler-1859-378X-2017-3404 c 2017 REV ated particle swarm optimization (APSO) developed by Xin-She Yang has been considered as a good one [17, 18] for reference.
BA has been considered a new optimization algorithm that takes inspiration from the natural worldthe bat's practice of using echolocation to forage for food, detect obstacles, and find their way into roosts at night. The successful application of this algorithm has solved various engineering issues [17, 19] . It has been proved that BA is better than PSO and GA with regards to convergence, robustness and precision [19] . This algorithm was first applied for adaptive beamforming in [20] . As for running time, BA has been shown to be a highly potential optimization method for adaptive beamforming [20] . Still, this study was in initial stage, hence, it did not sufficiently analyze the use of BA in beamforming.
This study proposes a BA-based beamformer to synthesize ULA antennas pattern with arbitrary nullsteering capacities. Our proposal sets the controlling parameter as the complex weight (both the phase and the amplitude) of excitation for each array element, with the ultimate goal as array pattern synthesis with nulls at directions of interference. Five scenarios have verified the proposed beamformer and put it in comparison with an APSO-based one. It has been shown in the result that the beamformer demonstrates high competency at null steering towards to directions of interference, suppressing side lobes, with better efficiency than APSO-based beamformer.
Problem Formulation
In our study, an ULA antenna of even number of isotropic elements 2N (N is an integer) has been used and shown in Figure 1 . The array elements are positioned along the x-axis, and are symmetric around the array's center. The definition of the array factor is as follows:
where ω n = a n e jδ n , {n = (−N, . . . , −2, −1, 1, 2, . . . , N)}, is the complex weight excited to n th element; k = 2π λ is the wave number; λ is wave length; d is the element spacing. In order to obtain better effectiveness of pattern nulling, the minimum phase perturbation requires odd phase shift [21] (δ −n = −δ n ). By applying this, antisymmetrical pattern around the main beam direction (θ = 0) is obtained as well. The amplitude has been chosen as an even function which is symmetric around the center of the array. Using the selected odd symmetric phase shift and even symmetric amplitude, the number of weight controllers and attenuators will be reduced by half.
Since a −n = a n , sin(−ndk sin(θ) + δ −n ) = − sin(ndk sin(θ) + δ n ),
the array factor in (1) can be rewritten as:
The objective function F has been built from [5, 9] :
where (3.1) is used to place null points, in which I is the maximum number of interferences; (3.2) is used for reduction of SLL and for maintaining the main beam; AF 0 and AF d are respectively the optimized array factor which is achieved by employing an optimization algorithm (BA in this paper), and the desired array factor; θ i are angles of null points.
3 Proposal of the Beamformer
BAT Algorithm
BAT algorithm (BA) is a novel metaheuristic algorithm for global optimization initiated by Xin-She Yang in 2010 [19] . It is inspired by the natural behaviors of microbats in terms of using the echolocation of ultrasonic waves to sense distance.
In BA [17, 19] , the new locations (x i+1 ) and new velocities (v i+1 ) of bat (i) at time step t are decided by:
, where: f i is the frequency of ultrasonic waves; β ∈ [0; 1] is an arbitrary vector built from a uniform distribution; x cbest represents the current global best solution that is determined by the comparison of the solutions from n bats; Frequency range is defined by f min and f max , which are selected according to the domain size of the problem of concern.
At the beginning, each bat is imposed with arbitrary frequency uniformly drawn from [ f min ; f max ]. As for local search, when a solution is picked from the current best solutions, a new one is made locally using random walk as:
where ε ∈ [0, 1] is a random number; A t is the average loudness of all the bats at time step t. Moreover, in consecutive iterations, the A i and the rate r i of emission pulse can be renewed by
in which 0 < α < 1 and 0 < γ are constants.
Proposed Beamformer
A BA-based beamformer using complex weight control for interference suppression has been developed from [5, 9, 22] . Figure 2 is the presentation of its flowchart. Below is the description of how the beamformer operates:
-Establishing the input data, namely: number of array elements (N), Direction of Arrival (DOA) of Interferences; number of iteration (i); and the termination criterion, for example, the maximum number of iterations (Max I ) or the desired value of objective function (Threshold). -Initializing bat population with parameters of each bat follows: location x i ; velocity v i ; pulse frequency f i ; pulse rate r i ; and loudness A i . Each bat is in corresponds with a potential solution.
Finding the best solution (F):
The beamformer consecutively defines current best solutions based on the BA. The operation is completed when the termination criterion is satisfied. After that, the last current best solution is the final best one.
Building the weight vector of arrays (B):
The beamformer determines the corresponding weight vector of ULA antenna based on the best solution. This weight vector will be used for ULA pattern nulling.
Numerical Results
Five scenarios are going to be carried out to illustrate the performance of the proposal. The fact that Chebyshev array weights distribution generates the best pattern in regard to a trade-off between the side lobe level and the first null beamwidth for uniformly spaced arrays [23] . Thus, this study has selected the array factor of Chebyshev array (−30 dB SLL, λ/2 inter-element spacing, and 20 isotropic elements) to control SLL and the beamwidth of the main beam. Equation (3) has theta angle with one-degree step size. In all scenarios, the parameters for BA have been selected as: population size (pop): 500 and number of iterations (emphite): 100 (with the exception of the first scenario); random walk has step size as 0.01; boundary frequency values: f min = 0 and f max = 1. The acceleration parameters of APSO have been chosen as α = 0.2 and β = 0.5 [18] .
In [2] , Randy L Haupt discovered that the phase exerted a bigger impact on the main beam than the amplitude, and adaptive nulling with insignificant phase disruption would not lead to considerable degradation to the main beam. In addition, the size of the range of variable phase weight is inversely proportional to the speed of convergence. Therefore, for all investigated scenarios of pattern nulling, search value (x i ) has been chosen as: (1) 
Convergence Characteristics
In the first scenario, the convergence capability of our proposed beamformer, which is used in the case of gaining the desired optimization pattern as Chebyshev array pattern with −30 dB SLL, has been investigated. An initial population has been created randomly; and the population size alternates as 500, 750, and 1000 with 100 iterations. Figure 3 exhibits the result, which shows that the convergence speed of the beamformer is impressive. The population size is inversely proportional to the number of iterations required. When population size reaches 1000, only 2 iterations are needed to achieve F < 0.5 (F dB < −6 dB).
Furthermore, to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed beamformer, its convergence rate will be compared with the APSO-based one. Their convergence rates with population of 500 and 100 iterations have been assessed for sidelobe suppression and illustrated in Figure 4 . It appears that the BA-based beamformer has a much higher speed of convergence than that of the APSO-based one.
Pattern with Single Null
The second scenario demonstrates the optimized pattern with a single null. This null can be set at an arbitrary angle, which is selected at the peak of the second sidelobe (14 • ) in this case. One bat (the location) in the population is initialized by weights of Chebyshev array with SLL of −30 dB while the rest are random. Figure 5 presents optimized patterns with a single null achieved by our proposal based on BA, and APSO, in which population size is 500, and number of iterations is 100. The BA pattern retains most of characteristics of the initial Chebyshev pattern like half power beamwidth (HPBW = 7.64 • ) and SLL (−30 dB) with the exception of a few side lobes with maximum SLL of −27.02 dB and null point at 14 • . The null depth level (NDL) is −86.19 dB. In addition, the single null pattern optimized by the BA is better than that of the APSO regarding NDL at the desired null point.
Pattern with Multiple Nulls
In the third scenario, the beamformer will be used to separately set multiple nulls at −33 
Pattern with Broad Null
The requirement of a broad null is inevitable in interference suppression applications, providing that DOA of interferences do not change significantly through time, or they are not correctly identified, or a null is constantly steered to gain an appropriate signal to noise ratio. In the fourth scenario, the patterns with broad nulls placed at the target sectors of As shown in all the scenarios, the SLLs have been reduced to low values however these SLLs is not completely controlled under a predefined value.
Conclusions
This study has proposed and implemented successfully a BA-based beamformer for ULA antennas pattern nulling that employs the complex weight control. Five scenarios including operation speed, pattern nulling with single, multiple, and broad nulls have verified the pattern nulling ability of the proposal. Using the beamformer, these nulls can be imposed accurately to arbitrary directions of interferences while the patterns have maintained the main lobe and low SLL. Moreover, the proposed beamformer demonstrates more impressive competency with reference to convergence speed and adaptive pattern nulling in array pattern synthesis, as compared to APSO-based beamformer. This study has shown the verification of the proposal in the conditions of isotropic array elements and without mutual coupling. Toward realistic electromagnetic effect in relation with antennas and propagation, the effect of mutual coupling and element patterns will be investigated in
